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SUBJ TAKEALL-- Comllst: Moscow Consolidated 14 Jun 91 
Full Text Super zone of Message 
1 GLOBAL 

Document 61 

2 1 "intl situation: questions and answers": viktor levin on nato's future 
as discussed in recent bessmertnykh-genscher talks (4 min, sent); in reply 
to two letters which regret loss of eastern europe to socialism and note 
onset of anarchy and famine there, gubernatorov talks to k. pat syuk , who 
does not believe that all the sacrificies made by soviet ppl to secure 
victory in VVII were made only to split germany and its ppl for an 
indefinite period and to try to implant soviet ways in europe (5 min); 
civil engineer from krasnodar kray asks why usa is so stubbornly seeking 
to retain their military bases in philippines? gubernatorov quotes 
armitage as saying that u.s. future is linked with asia, further quotes 
from intl herald tribune and u.s. marine general grey (4 min); letter from 
ventspils raises question of use of force abroad by usa on pretext of 
defending its interests, gubernator quotes from nixon's book "real war," 
published in 1980 in which he exhorts his successors on need to learn to 
make effective use of force for defending u.s. interests, casey quoted on 
range of these interests, quotes from white house document for u.s. 
ambassadors and cia issued 10 yeara ago as guide for action, from shultz 
stmt in '83 on usa having sent armed forces to developing countries VVII 
(5 min); gubernatorov chats to sergey pravdin in reply to kiev teacher's 
question about circumstances in which u.s. hydrogen bomb was lost in 1965 
in pacific and how such incidents can be ruled out in future (6 min); 
family in tula oblast wants to know how many iliterate people there now 
are in world and why number is increasing? gurbernatorov obliges, noting 
that, according to unesco date, there now are some 835 million illiterates 
in world, mainly in asia and africa (3 min). (orbita 1130) 

3 2 report on prof. zagladin's scientific politological journal. (5 min: 
hungarian 2000) 

4 3 tamara aliyeva, corr in checheno-ingushetia, interviews vladimir 
ibragimov, candidate of agricultural sciences, director of the 'alan' 
ecological and information center, who speaks about aims and tasks of 
north caucasian ecological scientific-practical conference which has just 
ended. (5 min: mayak 1000) 

5 4 "update." (rpt enginter 131910, item 12 on 13 jun list) (engna 0300; 
"vantage point" only: enguk 2000) 

6 5 "hour for youth" program includes anon on soviet intI business school, 
on employment problems, others. (20 min: korean 1330) 

7 6 "through land and time": incI aleksandr yakovlev, military-political 
commentator, on discussion over duration of service for soviet soldiers (3 
min); talk with soviet foreign ministry rep (chelevinskiy) on relaxations 
for foreigners to visit ussr (5 min); moskovskiye novosti supporting free 
economic nzones (4 min). (german 1700) 

8 7 review of listener's letter on moscow intI radio club. (5 min: german 
1600) 

9 8 "reviewing your letters": round-up of listeners' letters; some make 
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complimentary comments about radio moscow's output, others ask for more 
information about ussr and its culture and artistic life-info about 
radio's programs covering such subjects and about life in ussr given. 
(6.5 min: engna 0300) 

10 9 roundup of listeners letters. (rpt mand 131000, item 14 on 13 jun list) 
(mand 1000) 

11 DISARM 
12 10 tass corr vladimir smelov on issues discussed at an extraordinary 

conference of 22-nation treaty on conventional armed forces in europe. 
(300 text sent: tasse 1913) 

13 TB1506101591TAKE1 
14 UNITED STATES 
15 11 tass corr vladimir matyash washington report on first press conference 

given in washington by ussr's ambassador to u.s. viktor komplektov. (300 
text sent: tassr 1940) 

16 12 aleksandr pogodin looking forward to soviet-u.s. summit. (rpt enginter 
131210, item 16 on 13 jun list) (engna 0300 mand 132200 jap 131400 lao 
1030) 

17 AMERICAS 
18 13 "latin america in focus." (rpt spanla 132300, item 24 on 13 jun list) 

(spanla 0000) 
19 14 viktor zhukov on matters analyzed at intI seminar on soviet and latin 

american countries democratization, which is being held in moscow, incl 
recorded stmts by venezuelan rep who comments on results of seminar. (3.5 
min: spanla 2300) 

20 15 "latin america in focus": gaston vargas intvws chilean comparty head 
volodia teitelboim on PCCD position re new democratic govt, country's 
political situation, pcch's political position. (7 min: spanla 2300) 

21 GERMANY 
22 16 anon on bessmertynkh-genscher meetings in bonn. (rpt enginter 131810, 

item 37 on 13 jun list) (portbraz 0000 engna 0000 hungarian 132000) 
23 17 kondratyev report over video on bessmertynkhs various meetings with 

genscher in bonn. (rpt tv 131800, item 35 on 13 jun list) (tv 1530) 
24 18 report on yanayev's 14 jun bonn meeting with representatives of frg 

leadership, spd and business circles, with gist remarks exchanged. (550 
text sent: tassr 0835) 

25 19 report on yanayev's 14 jun meeting with german president richard von 
weizsaecker, with gist remarks exchanged. (400 text sent: tasse 2146) 

26 20 yevgeniy krushkin on bessmertnykh's visit to germany, noting it was in 
keeping with energetic bilateral dialogue since german reunification, 
underscoring importance of close cooperation, pointing out visit fell on 
eve of fiftieth anniversary of nazi invasion of ussr and reminds all that 
the past must not be forgotten. (3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 
spanla 2300 german 1600.enguk 2000 arabic 1500 polish 1600 hungarian 2000 
serbo 2000 mand 1000; anon: hind 1300 mand 221300) 

27 21 anon on soviet foreign minister's german visit to enhance its relations 
with germany. (3 min: korean 0900) 

28 22 soviet press on german issues: including pravda on exposition re VVII, 
trud on presentation of new eduard shevardnadze book in bonn. (4 min: 
german 1600) 

29 NATO/VEST EUROPE 
30 23 summary pravda on results of recent NATO foreign ministers conference 

held in copenhagen. (4 min: turkish 1800) 
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31 24 tass int1 observer vladimir she1epin on problems of european 
confederation. (450 text sent: tasse 1624 tassr 1205) 

32 25 yevgeniy (krushkin) on berlin conference on european political 
problems. (rpt enginter 131210, item 42 on 13 jun list) (engna 0300 urdu 
1200 beng 1200) 

33 26 cpsu 13 jun greetings message to extraordinary congress of austrian 
comparty and all-austrian communists. (c/r tasse 132116, item 44 on 13 
jun list) (100 words: tassr 1253) 

34 27 "good evening, austria": misc brief information (7 min); remarks by 
soviet historian on recent vienna mtg about 22 jun 1941, nazi-germany's 
attack on soviet union, which was initiated by austrian historians 
(schaffranek) and (schreibel), underscoring stalin's crimes at that time 
beside nazi-germany's criminal behavior, saying discussion over whether 
aggression by germans might have been prevented is still going on among 
soviet historians, and criticizing stalin for soviet-german non-aggression 
treaty and mutual rapprochement before june 1941 (10 min); talk with 
austiran (abv) company head (bauski) (5 min). (31 min, overall incl 
music: germaust 1925) 

35 28 reports on lukyanov's 14 jun briefing for journalists, on result of his 
visit to britain. (400 text sent: tassr 1140 tasse 1448; one min: german 
1600 1700; brief: tv 1800 enginter 1600 1700 1800 frenchinter 1800 
afrikaans 1700 1900 czech/slovak 1800 polish 1600) 

36 TB1506101691TAKB2 
37 29 anato1iy potapov elaborates on major's invitation to gorbachev to visit 

london, daily mail, Ie figaro and nyt quoted on significance of 
gorbachev's nobel prize speech in which he explained value to world of 
soviet perestroyka, italy's premier andreotti quoted on need to give 
support in this field. (5-3 min: enginter 1210 1510~1810 2110 portbraz 
2300 spanla 2300 german 1600 turkish 1800 polish 1600 serbo 2000 tamil 
1500 indo 1300 burm 1430 camb 1230 lao 1330 mand 1400) 

38 30 sergey bogoslovskiy discussing the firl "a trap system" with its 
director a1eksandr pankratov-chernyy, he described it as sad comedy, main 
character hunts bureaucrat with such intelligence that he fails, moral is 
that bureaucrats should not be hunted but killed on the spot, he said 
british humor was too black for his liking, notes his plans to visit 
canada and britain. (5.5 min: enguk 2000) 

39 31 "young listeners' club." (rpt frenchinter 011800, item 25 on 2 jun 
list) (frenchinter 131800) 

40 32 tass intvw with marshal yazov positively assessesing his visit to 
sweden. (100 text sent: tasse 2148 tassr 1746; brief: enginter 2100) 

41 33 gorbachev 13 jun greetings message to swiss president flavio kotti, on 
700th anniversary of switzerland's confederation. (cov pmu) (brief: 
portbraz 0000 spanla 0000) 

42 AFRICA 
43 34 "africa as we see it": vladlen mikhaylov on debate held in sierra leone 

parliament on whether to introduce multiparty system, stressing that it 
isd in fact just matter of giving issue legal form, ruling party has 
achieved much, but at an emergency cc session last august president momoh 
noted decline in popularity of party, which was paying high price for 
miscalculations for 80's, especially economic mistakes (3.5 min); vladimir 
manvelov reports from nairobi that president moi has said one-party system 
is most conducive to natl construction as long as tribalism affects 
people's economic and political activity (4 min); yelena delevskaya, 
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coordinator of an exhibition entitled three centuries of russian-south 
african ties, on plans and preparations for exhibition (5 min). (engafr 
1630; manvelov only: amharic 131600 somali 131700) 

44 35 vladislav chernukha on sanctions debate regarding rsa, noting division 
of opinion over whether or not reform has gone far enough, pointing out 
govt and anc have held several rounds of talks on political future and 
acts giving white control of land removed, contending racial 
discrimination will continue until new constitution prepared, and not all 
political prisoners have been set free. neverthless number of eec 
countries have decided to lift sanctions. (3 min: enginter 1210 1510 
spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 enguk 2000) 

45 36 intvw with ethiopian students in moscow on current situation in 
ethiopia. (rpt amharic 061600, ,item 43 on 11 jun list) (amharic 131600) 

46 37 aleksandr fedorov on propaganda campaign leveled against anc. (rpt 
afrikaans 111700, item 47 on 11 jun list) (afrikaans 1900) 

47 38 pravda corr igor tarutin reports from harare on scrapping of population 
registration act following stormy parliamentary debate in south africa. 
(4 min: afrikaans 1700) 

48 MIDEAST 
49 39 "events of mideast in soviet press": izvestiya on consultations, held 

at un, on economic sanctions imposed on iraq, soviet delegate quoted, 
number of soviet papers, among which pravda wrote on events in algeria; 
number of israeli personalities propose peace plan containing call for 
setting up of an independent palestinian state. (arabic 1500) 

50 40 "corner of the palestinian arab people": soviet journalist reports on 
proceedings of european meeting of journalists and experts in mideast 
affairs which was held in helsinki, israeli, palestinian and over 
representatives participated, soviet journalist gives'his opinions on 
debate which took place during meeting; resume of main events of week 
concerning palestinian people's rights. (arabic 1500) 

51 41 tass dispatch from washington on two senators message to cheney urging 
giving of priority to israel over other u.s. allies in relation to arms 
surplus, washington post cited on wide support for israel in congress. (4 
min: arabic 131600) 

52 TB1506101791TAKE3 
53 42 aleksandr levchenko on differences within un over level of iraqi 

reparations. (4 min, sent: mayak 1830) 
54 43 yuriy andreyev on recent visit to turkey by iraqi deputy permier tariq 

aziz, noting belief that baghdad wishes to improve its relations with 
united states through turkey'S mediation. (3 min: turkish 1800) 

55 44 "soviet union and turkey--on path of good neighborliness program": 
interview with vladimir brezhnev, minister of transport construction and 
chairman of soviet-turkish friendship association, discussing activities 
and perspectives of this association. (10.5 min: turkish 1800) 

56 SOUTH ASIA 
57 45 vasant georgiyev on appointment of asif nawaz janjua as pakistan's new 

army chief, noting differences between premier sharif and current army 
chief on domestic and international issues. (4 min sent: urdu 1200 hind 
1300 beng 1200) 

58 46 "friendship and cooperation": historian vadim viktorov recalling 
lenin's message to indian revolutionary council struggling for 
independence 71 years ago; historian (aleksandr sherov) on 27th 
anniversary of nehru's demise; anon on indian participation in 
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international telecommunications equipment exhibition in moscow. (27 min 
incl music: hind 1300) 

59 41 "on path of friendship and cooperation": interview with (vladimir 
kruskhalov), director of soviet company on performance and salient 
features of soviet aided visakhapatnam steel company; nataliya benov 
interview with participant of commercial expedition, which started from 
volga river commemorating 525th anniv of soviet trade nikitin'S visit to 
india; interview with rajiv vasudevan of godfrey company, which 
participated in recent intI trade fair in moscow, noting popularity of 
godfrey products in soviet union. (20 min: tamil 1500) 

60 48 anon tass report from islamabad on call made by former pakistani 
officers to their govt to change its policy on afghanistan. (6 min: dari 
1500) 

61 49 vadim melnikov on sri lankan government efforts to resolve problems 
peacefully, rejecting military solution to crisis and expressing optimism 
over battle weary ltte's positive stand. (4-3 min: tamil 1500 mand 0900) 

62 CHINA 
63 50 wang xiao half-hour: cultural exchanges with prc, other domestic news. 

(30 min: mand 1300) 
64 51 youth program: sino-sov children's newspaper exchange, chi reporter on 

life in moscow. (23 min: mand 1400) 
65 ASIAN COKHUNIST 
66 52 aleksey kondratyev on international efforts to peaceful resolution of 

cambodian issue, noting that although recent jakarta meeting did not make 
any breakthroughs it paved way for further efforts, assailing pol pot 
clique for stalemate. (6-3 min: portbraz 2300 spanla 2300 serbo 2000 
tamil 1500 indo 1300 burm 1430) 

67 53 oleg alekseyev on upcoming 24 june meeting of supreme national council 
of cambodia in phatthaya, thailand. (5-4 min sent: camb 1100 1230 lao 
1330 viet 1200 1400) 

68 54 summary undated izvestiya on dprk coop with IAIA. (3 min: mand 1400) 
69 ASIA/PACIFIC 
10 55 "focus on asia": incl anon on press conf held by dprk amb to ussr on 

removal of nuclear threat from korean peninsula (5 min, sent); anon on 
prospect for development of commercial, economic relations between ussr 
and asian pacific countries (4 min). (korean 1100) 

71 56 "focus on asia": incl aleksey kondratyev about recent jakarta mtg of 
four cambodian sides, where pnomh penh's peace initiatives won backing of 
sihanouk and sonn san groups (3 min); izvestiya on attempts by dprk and 
south korea to seek entrace to un and announcing its readiness to 
collaborate with iaea thereby testifying to pyuongyang's intention to 
extend its foreign policy (3 min); vladimir viktorov on reports from 
companies in asian/pacific countries of more agreements signed with ussr, 
more joint ventures and trad deals, contending such reports give 
satisfaction though unfortunately action is not always prompt enough (3.5 
min); anon intvw with peter tash, cultural adviser at australian embassy 
in moscow, about cultural exchanges and events which ar expected to take 
place and says program gives emphasis to developing relations with soviet 
repubics (3.5 min). (enginter 2210) 

72 TB1506101891TAKE4 
13 57 (vladimir viktorov) on prospects of trade and economic relations 

between ussr and asia-pacific countries. (6-3 min: burm 1430 thai 1300 
indo 1300) 
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74 58 tokyo corr konstantin kupin on debate in jap on proposed change in 
status of its self-defense forces whose use outside japan is banned by 
constitution. (rpt german 131600, item 80 on 13 jun list) (3 min: spanla 
132300 portbraz 0000 burm 1200) 

75 59 anon on japanese paper's report on withdrawal of u.s. nuclear weapons 
from south korea. (5 min: korean 0900) 

76 60 anon on jap press reports on u.s. decision to remove nuc weapons from 
rok, noting this could lead to lARA accord with dprk. (3.5 min: mand 
1000) 

77 61 report on art exhib in kyoto temple. (3.5 min: mand 0900) 
78 CEHA/EAST EUROPE 
79 62 yevgeniy osadchuk, soviet deputy minister for economic relations with 

foreign countries, detailing cema's activities. (rpt enginter 131810, 
item 85 on 13 jun list) (engna 0300 portbraz 0000 hungarian 132000) 

80 63 interview with foreign economic relations deputy minister, on last CEKA 
meeting to be held at end of june in budapest. (5 min: camb 1100) 

81 64 tass observer on unprecedented changes taking place in albania, noting 
that for first time in post-war period coalition government has been 
formed, which includes representatives of all political parties which have 
been registered in albania. (400 text: tassr 1154) 

82 65 aleksandr shakhin on agreement signed between czechoslovakia and ussr 
on practical issues following soviet troop withdrawal, contrasting soviet 
requests on compensation for real estate investment with those of 
czechoslovakias request for collateral damage compensation. (3 min: 
enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 enguk 2000 portbraz 2300 spanla 2300 german 
1600 turkish 1800 polish 1600 hungarian 2000 serbo 2000) 

83 66 sergey shalygin budapest dispatch on visit to hungary by ussr minister 
for foreign economic relations konstantin katushev, at invitation of his 
hungarian counterpart, during which talks will be devoted to final 
settlement of complete withdrawal of soviet troops from hungary and 
general questions of soviet-hungarian economic cooperation. (3.5 min: 
mayak 0730) 

84 67 anon on dialogue between ussr-hungary on financial aspects of soviet 
troop withdrawal. (3.5 min: hungarian 2000) 

85 SPACE/SCIENCE 
86 68 "science and enginering": boris belitskiy on space event planned for 

next to year, marking SOOth anniversary of columbus discovery of america, 
which will consist of race of sail boats along route earth-moon-mars 
driven by solar wind, noting that this experiment will also look into 
ozone layer problem, citing (vladimir barzanov) on this subject (5 min); 
danis dx'er questions existence of any radio amateur clubs connected with 
space activities in ussr, with belitskiy eliciting reply that youth 
aerospace association was formed in ussr during 1988 entitled soyuz (3.5 
min); belitskiy refuting all reports of first space birth, possibly based 
on reports of incubator experiments with quailes eggs, noting that much 
has yet to be learned about human physiology in space with medical ethics 
ruling on experiments on humans (3 min); u.s. listener told of milestones 
in development of biology, using nobel prize prize awards as guide (6 
min). (enginter 0710) 

87 MILITARY 
88 69 summary pravda interview with cpsu cc politburo member/all army party 

committee secretary mikhail surkov. (cov pmu) (brief: tasse 0613 tassr 
132315) 
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89 70 tass corrs aleksandr semenov and mikhail stepovik bonn dispatch on 
international scientific symposium which coincides with 50th anniv of 
germany's attack on ussr, briefly quoting report to symposium by cpsu cc 
secretary valentin falin. (180 text sent: tassr 0747; 3 min: german 1600) 

90 71 anon on war against nazi germany, which commenced 22 jun 1941. (5.5 
min: mand 0900) 

91 TB1506101991TAKE5 
92 72 interview with soviet VVII veteran (poparov) recalling nazi germany's 

attack on soviet union in 1941. (5 min: german 1600) 
93 73 "topical subject": vladimir cherkasov on ribbentroop-molotov 1939 

non-aggression pact, in context with forthcoming 50th anniversary of nazi 
germany's attack on soviet union. (8 min: german 1700) 

94 74 "literary program": anon introducing novel by (vasiliy grossmann) 
entitled "life and destiny" on VVII. (25 min: korean 1100) 

95 NATIONALITIES 
96 75 v. stepyanuk interview with ussr first deputy premier v. doguzhiyev on 

meeting of inter-republican economic commission, which reviewed how 
decision adopted at previous meetings are being implemented. (15 min 
sent: tv 1555) 

97 76 anon on belorussian parliamentary debate on draft union treaty, noting 
belorussia is first soviet republic to voice its attitude on this issue. 
(rpt enginter 131210, item 96 on 13 jun list) (hungarian 132000 thai 1300 
beng 1200 burm 1200 lao 1030 viet 1200) 

98 77 tass corr gadzhi shamov makhachkala (dagestan) dispatch on declaration 
of state of emergency, following fanatic moslems assault on council of 
ministers building and which was repulsed by police and OMON detachments. 
(310 text sent: tasse 1120) 

99 78 anon on state of emergency declared in dagestan i~view of recent 
incidents. (3 min: spanla 2300) 

100 79 anon on two part russian television documentary entitled 'stranniki', 
dealing with plight of soviet germans since 1937 and their predicament in 
present-day soviet union, incl several survivors of stalinist deportations 
and labor camps recalling' their experiences. (80 min: rtv 1400) 

101 80 "topical interview": anon interview with kazakhstan president nursultan 
nazarabeyev, discussing economy and future of union. (15 min sent: tv 
1610) 

102 81 tass corr serafim bykhun vilnius dispatch citing statement by 
lithuanian first party secretary burokevicius, protesting at recent attack 
on akmene district comparty first secretary ivan vasilevich by unknown 
unassailants. (240 text sent: tasse 0705) 

103 82 anon on yakut life exhibition. (5 min: mand 0900) 
104 RSPSR 
105 83 gorbachev's 12 jun remarks to journalists at moscow polling station. 

(c/r tassr 121505, item 101 on 12 jun list) (one min: jap 131100) 
106 84 sergey vorobyev on rsfsr presidential elections in which more than 50 

percent of electorate participated. (rpt enginter 131210, item 103 on 13 
jun list) (arabic 131600 ambaric 131600 somali 131700 hungarian 132000 
korean 0900 mand 132200) 

107 85 gorbachev 14 jun message of congratulations to boris yeltsin on his 
election to post of rsfsr president. (one min sent: enginter 1900 enguk 
2000; brief: enginter 2100 hungarian 2000 serbo 2000) 

108 86 viktor zukhov on results of electoral process in rsfsr, where according 
to preliminary figures yeltsin is new rsfsr president. (rpt spanla 

,- .. -... ... .. .. 
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132300, item 105 on 13 jun list) (portbraz 0000) 
109 87 sergey dorenko interview with boris yeltsin, during which he thanked 

those who voted for him, noting his main task will be to promote radical 
economic and political reform. (3 min sent: rtv 1700 2000; brief: spanla 
2300 portbraz 2300) 

110 88 vitaliy gurov on rsfsr presidential elections with yeltsin the apparent 
victor, casting aside all coquettish and improper forecasts on possible 
outcome of elections, one can say that yeltsin's victory was 
predetermined. (6-3 min sent: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 enguk 2000 
spanla 2300 german 1600 hebrew 1600 1700 turkish 1800 polish 1600 
hungarian 2000 serbo 2000 burm 1200 1430 urdu 1200 hind 1300 indo 1300 
beng 1200 tamil 1500 thai 1300 camb 1100 1230 lao 1030 1330 viet 1200 1400 
korean 1100 mand 1000 1400) 

111 89 batalov report over video from leningrad on rsfsr presidential 
elections with yeltsin outright winner, including vox pop intvws with 
various people, followed by guskov stavropol video report on same issue. 
(3 min: tv 1800) 

112 TB1506102091TAKB6 
113 90 tass analyst lyudmila aleksandrova on outcome of rsfsr presidential 

elections, with yeltsin becoming first president of russian federation, 
analyzing why yeltsin won and how this will affect situation in republic 
and in ussr as whole. (600 text sent: tasse 1301) 

114 91 interview with writer bytov discussing russia's fate. (5 min: 
hungarian 2000) 

115 SOVIET ECONOMY 
116 92 first deputy ussr prime minister vladimir shcherbakov replies to 

listeners questions pertaining to soviet economy, noting that there are 
signs of stabilization in economy, giving statistiesof coal extraction 
quotas and situation in gas, oil, petroleum and diesel fuel refineries. 
(21 min sent: mayak 0606; 15 min: home 1915) 

117 93 tass corr viktor troyanovskiy novgorod dispatch, citing interview with 
mikhail skibir deputy chairman of novgorod regional executive committee, 
on setting up of free economic zone in region. (320 text sent: tasse 
0802) 

118 94 (andrey pavlov) on amur free trade zone plan, noting aspirations to 
encourage pre, japanese and rok participation. (6.5 min: jap 131100) 

119 95 anon introducing article on session of soviet farmers union to held in 
moscow on 17 jun. (5 min: korean 0900) 

120 LIFE IN USSR 
121 96 report over video on kgb chairman vladimir kryuchkov's meeting with 

representatives of memorial society, briefly quoting kryuchkov. (2 min: 
tv 1800) 

122 97 tass corr aleksandr borisov on kgb chief vladimir kryuchkov's moscow 
meeting with victims of illegal repressions, who disclosed that over four 
million people fell victim to repressions in soviet union between 
1920-1953, quoting kryuchkov (150 words). (300 text sent: tasse 2009) 

123 98 anon on moscow meeting to discuss unemployment and job creation, noting 
that spectre of mass unemployment which ussr claimed ended in early 1930's 
is once again becoming reality. (4-3 min sent: enginter 1810 2110 spanla 
2300 portbraz 2300 german 1600 polish 1600 serbo 2000) . 

124 99 interview with first deputy for consular affairs at soviet foreign 
ministry, discussing law on travel and residency in soviet union, which 
has extensively lifted bureaucratic restrictions on entry. (4.5 min: 
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arabic 131600) 
125 100 (urabizhev) interview with first deputy premier doguzhiyev on foreign 

aid. (5 min: mand 0900) 
126 101 tass/ukrinform corr lyudmila vlasyuk kiev dispatch on minnesotta 

university teacher oskana pavlikovich-yonan, an american teacher at 
minnesotta university who is carrying out cycling tour of ukraine, which 
takes in all nuclear power stations of region and is aimed at drawing 
attention of world public to tragedy of chernobyl accident. (350 text: 
tasse 1034) 

127 102 anon on papal nomination of new bishops in russia, kazakhstan and 
belorussia. (3 min: polish 1600) 

128 103 "problems, events, people in soviet union": interview with first vice 
premier of soviet cabinet, discussing foreign countries investment in ussr 
(5 min); anon on markets in moscow (4 min); anon on military action taken 
by ussr in 1941 (6 min); anon on jewel exhibition in moscow (4 min). 
(korean 0900) 

129 104 "actualities": incl interview with chairman of interrepublican 
economic commission, on economic links between center and lithuania (4 
min); new political magazine 'centaur' (3 min); interview with director of 
museum of revolution (3 min); new society in leningrad commemorating 
famous conductor of leningrad philarmonic orchestra (7 min); kaleidoscope 
of current affairs with deputy chairman of soviet olympic committee; 
methods of combatting terrorism in soviet union (6 min). (polish 1600) 

130 105 "update": incl anon interview with first deputy premier vitaliy 
doguzhiyev, discussing outcome of inter-republican commission meeting held 
in moscow, noting foreign investors fear of being caught between center 
and republics (3 min); leonid zhukov on declaration of state of emergency 
in dagestan's capital makhachkala, following dispersal of 2,500 protesters \ 
by special police units (4.5 min sent); anon on report about UFO sighting 
in estonia several days ago by milkman and passenger in his van (3 min). 
(enginter 1910) 

131 TB1506102191TAKE7 
132 106 "ussr today": anon on union treaty debate in belorussian parliament 

(3.5 min); interview with (ikonov) on eve of peasants federal congress (5 
min); moscow residents surveyed on private businesses (5 min). (mand 
0200) 

133 107 "ussr today": anon on unemployment in soviet union (3 min); anon on 
rsfsr rural reforms (4 min); anon on film festival (4.5 min). (mand 1300) 

134 108 "youth program": interview with soviet youth paper on oct 90 visit to 
shanghai; zhongguo gingnian bao report on soviet yout, life in moscow. 
(20.5 min: mand 1000) 

135 109 mise internal ussr items: 32: global 1 sov 6 latam 7 afr 1 asc 5 asnc 
12 

136 UNPRO: enginter 0700 0800 0900 1000 1100 spancuba 0130 
137 POOR: engna 0300 arabic 1500 hungarian 132000 (endall) 14 Jun 91 
138 TB1506102291TAKE8 




